Abstract-We study the performance of Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR) distributed temperature sensors using radiation resistant single-mode optical fibers. In situ experiments under 10 keV X-rays exposure up to 1 MGy( ) were carried out with an original setup that allows to investigate combined temperature and radiation effects on the sensors within a temperature range from to . Obtained results demonstrate that optical fiber sensors based on Rayleigh technique are almost unaffected by radiation up to the explored doses. We show that a pre-thermal treatment stabilize the sensor performance increasing the accuracy on temperature measurement from down to by reducing the packaging-related errors (such as ones related to coating modification) that could be introduced during the measurement. These results are very promising for the future integration of Rayleigh based sensors in nuclear facilities.
D
EVELOPMENT of nuclear facilities as well as the next generation of nuclear power reactors or spent-fuel pools has increased in the last years needs for improved monitoring systems. Fukushima Daichii accident has pointed out that safety in existing nuclear power plants (NPPs) has to be further improved with technologies able to survive to the harsh environmental constraints (high radiation dose and/or high temperature) associated with these events. Among the devices present in the panorama of the radiation tolerant systems, optical fiber sensors (OFSs) present clear advantages for operation in such extreme conditions [1] . Indeed, optical fibers can act as the sensing element for a large variety of external parameters such as strain, temperature and pressure. Different classes of fiber-based sensors have been investigated such as Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) for discrete measurements [2] or Brillouin [3] , Raman [4] and Rayleigh [5] [6] scattering based techniques for distributed measurements.
For the nuclear industry, integrating OFSs must improve the performances (resolution, operating range, response time…) of security systems in current NPPs and must offer alternative technologies overcoming the issues identified for the next generation of these facilities. One of the most severe constraints is the presence of high levels of ionizing radiations. Therefore, pure-silica core (PSC) and fluorine-doped (F-doped) fibers, because of their high radiation tolerance [7] , are selected among the different classes of fibers. In fact, they exhibit a limited radiation-induced attenuation (RIA) in the infrared part of the spectrum where the scattering-based systems operate [8] and are employed in the development of sensors working over range from hundreds of meters up to few kilometers.
Our studies are now devoted to the investigation of Optical Frequency domain Reflectometry (OFDR)-based temperature or strain sensors integration in NPPs [9] , [10] , because this technique offers several specific advantages such as quick response and very good spatial resolution from few m over several meters of sensors up to few cm over few km. It has been revealed that when OFDR has to be employed in harsh environments RIA plays a key-role because it limits the sensor length to be used [9] . However, distributed measurements are unaffected by permanent radiation effects on the Rayleigh scattering at the basis of these systems. Indeed, we showed [9] through post mortem measurement, that temperature and strain calibration coefficients are unchanged (within a 5% variation) up to 10 MGy ( ). In [10] we study the reference SMF28 optical fiber (Ge-doped core) used for civil applications, pointing out that OFDR is a powerful technique for in situ measurement up to doses of 1 MGy( ) also in presence of mixed temperature and radiation (T&R) constraints such as the case of accidental conditions. These results give a way to the developments of very powerful new monitoring systems based on OFSs.
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As reported in [11] , the installation procedure of the fiber is a crucial point for in situ experiments. Indeed, this aspect can introduce errors on temperature or strain evaluation due to external effects such as dilatation of fiber support, polymer coating evolution that alter the calibration curves and lead to an erroneous distributed measurement. We have shown in [12] that the fiber coating can modify the internal stress distribution into the fiber thus inducing a variation in temperature coefficient ( ) that introduces errors in distributed measurements. However, this issue may be reduced performing a pre-thermal treatment up to . The understanding of coating (and packaging) related influences on OFDR measurements under irradiation is the goal of this paper. By applying pre-treatments, we present a procedure allowing to overcome the issues presented in this work. Doing this, we showed through online measurements the feasibility of distributed temperature measurements by this technique in extreme environments combining high doses and temperatures.
For this study, we perform in situ Rayleigh measurements to study the X-rays radiation response of OFDR based sensors up to 1 MGy(
). This investigation is done on different radiation resistant single mode optical fibers with the aim to clarify the role of coating nature on the packaging-related errors.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Investigated Samples
We investigated the Rayleigh response of five single mode optical fibers, from different manufacturers, known to be radiation resistant ones. We tested two fibers, done by MCVD method, Fluorine (F)-doped in core and cladding with similar F concentration: the first, SMF-A1, has a double acrylate coating (DAC) and the second (SMF-Pl) has a polyimide (Pl) coating. Another DAC optical fiber (SMF-A2), (done by PCVD method), is also F-doped in core and cladding. Finally, two fibers (MCVD method) are with a pure silica core (PSC): one (SMF-HTA) has a high temperature acrylate (HTA) coating (resisting up to ) and the other (SMF-PlC) has an external coating of polyimide and a thin internal carbon layer (Pl&C) added to limit the hydrogen diffusion into the fiber core. In Table I it is reported the list of investigated samples with their characteristics in terms of dopants in core and cladding, coating composition and measured permanent RIA at 1550 nm after 1 MGy( ) -ray dose. The samples were studied as drawn and thermally-treated to investigate the influence of this preliminary treatment on the sensor response. For this, we performed two consecutive prethermal treatments in an oven controlled by a type K thermocouple: DAC and HTA coated fibers were first heated from up to with of stabilizing the temperature for each step for 30 minutes. After this, return to room temperature was reached with a natural cooling during one night. The second thermal treatment followed and repeated the one applied during the first day. Pl, Pl&C and again HTA coated fibers where submitted to a different temperature profile in which the temperature varies from to . Heating is achieved through 10 successive steps ( ) during which fibers are treated for 30 minutes after temperature stabilizes. 
B. Irradiation Facilities and Setup
In situ measurements were performed with an X-ray machine (ARACOR facility [13] ) at Bruyères-le-Châtel, Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives (Arpajon, France).
We developed a setup, reported in Fig. 1 , that permits to control the irradiation temperature at the fiber level. It is composed of an aluminum plate on a heating plate (15 cm of diameter) positioned into the irradiation chamber. This design allows us to test three optical fibers at the same time; the samples were spliced each other and connected to the Optical Backscatter Reflectometer (OBR) to investigate the Rayleigh response. 10 keV X-ray irradiations were performed with a dose rate of 40 Gy/s up to accumulate a total dose of 1 MGy( ) after 25000 s, the beam was centered in cm of the aluminum plate. We followed the temperature profiles during the experiments thanks to type T thermocouples that were placed on the plate near the fiber in both non-irradiated and irradiated zone. backscattered light from the DUT is then recombined by another 3 dB coupler with the reference fields and the interference figure between the two arms is registered. Then, the Rayleigh signature as a function of the fiber length is calculated via a Fourier transform [14] - [16] .
A distributed sensor is obtained by first measuring and storing the Rayleigh scatter profile of DUT in well-controlled temperature and strain conditions (reference state); then the measurement is repeated in a perturbed state (applied strain or changed temperature). The cross correlation between the data set in both states gives the information on the applied perturbation in terms of the spectral shift induced by temperature or by strain change. It is indeed known that Rayleigh spectral shift is a linear function of temperature and strain in agreement with Eq (1): (1) where and are the central wavelength and frequency; and are temperature and strain calibration coefficients (typical values for Germanium-doped silica core fibers are and [5] , [14] ) and are the applied temperature and strain changes. Thus, for a given optical fiber of which the calibration coefficients are known, once set the reference state through the measured spectral shift it is possible to perform distributed temperature or strain measurements.
In all measurements recorded the laser was centered at 1550 nm (with an accuracy of 1.5 pm) and tuned over a range of 21 nm (nominal spatial resolution of the Rayleigh scatter pattern of 0.040 mm). In this configuration the data acquisition rate limits maximum fiber length at m with an optical budget of 10 dB. Each measurement took less than 5 s for the 21 nm wavelength scan and associated calculations of spectral shift.
Measurements were performed on a m long sample composed by three fibers of m spliced each other; then a zoom of each fiber in the irradiated zone of 4 cm (2 cm for each way) and in the near non-irradiated zone of 4 cm (again 2 cm for each way) was performed to analyze distributed temperature measurement with a spatial resolution of 0.2 cm.
2) Measurement Procedure: To investigate the transient effects on Rayleigh response we performed two types of experiments. The first, at fixed irradiation temperature ( ), is designed to evaluate the OBR response during both irradiation and recovery stages; an example of acquired data is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 shows obtained results in fixed experiments. These results will be summarized in terms of between irradiated and non-irradiated part at the end of irradiation. Comparison with thermocouple data is achieved to demonstrate that temperature is well estimated by OBR. We note however that during the recovery the temperatures differ between thermocouples and fiber; the difference ( ) is probably due to the packaging of the sensor or to the calibration procedure.
During the second experiment is varied during irradiation to investigate the OBR response in presence of evolving and combined radiation and temperature constraints. For DAC and HTA coated fibers (max operating temperature is respectively and ) the temperature profile varies from to with three first heating steps at 30, 50 and that are followed by a step at ; after this cooling step, the irradiation temperature was increased again up to by making three steps with a of . For Pl and Pl&C coated fibers (max operating temperature is ), we vary the temperature between and ; for this we applied 10 temperature steps with a of in the first step and then a of up to reach . We further divided this experiment in two runs to separate temperature and radiation contribution: in the first we studied the temperature profile described above without irradiation; this first run of the experiment behaves as a pre thermal treatment in as drawn samples and as a third thermal treatment in sample pre-treated as explained in Section II-A. In the second run, without changing the fiber installation, we repeated the experiment during irradiation; the temperature curves are calculated by using the obtained from the first run. We report in this section an example of recorded data, Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) relative to an acrylate coated fiber, to lighten the reading in the results section. These set of data are useful to compare the OBR response with thermocouples temperature so as to highlight, if present, the radiation effect Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) show an example of collected data for the second experiment type at different where we see that OBR measured temperature well reproduces those given by thermocouples (except for the fourth step in Fig. 4(a) where the experiment was affected by a small perturbation related to a transient dysfunction of the heating plate). From these we will highlight the differences between the two runs after a correction for the temperature fluctuations. Indeed the two runs were done during two different days explaining that the applied temperature profiles slightly differs and do not authorize a direct comparison. To achieve the comparison, we correct the measured OBR temperature profiles by subtracting to the raw data the temperature fluctuations recorded by the thermocouples.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present the results for three different studied optical fibers: SMF-A1, SMF-HTA and SMF-PlC. Reported results show a comparison between non-treated and pre-thermally treated fibers as well as the effects of different thermal treatments on coating properties focusing on the experiments at different . The same experimental study was performed on the other samples; a summary of the overall results is reported in Table II .
A. Double Acrylate Coated Fiber
In Fig. 5(a) we report the comparison of temperature evolution with time between non-irradiated fiber (I run) and irradiated fiber (II run) for the non-thermally treated sample SMF-A1. The first run allows us to determine the temperature coefficient of the whole fiber + plate system ( ) to be used for the temperature measure. Temperature profile in both runs is similar and the irradiated curve exhibits a large temperature dispersion. In Fig. 5(b) we report the temperature differences ( ) as a function of time. values are calculated from each step from the differences between T of the II run (with radiation) and T of the I run (without radiation) earlier corrected as explained in the last section. On the basis of the reported results we see that increases with time up to a maximum value of at . Moreover, we note that the dispersion of the data increases with increasing temperature. Fig. 6 reports the experiment done in the same sample prethermally treated up to the maximum operating temperature of ) and evidences that such a treatment makes the fiber more stable than its as drawn counterpart: the dispersion of temperature values is considerably reduced even at temperatures higher than . The inset shows the evolution of during the two pre-thermal treatments and the run I of the experiment obtained from the calibration curve. increases with a variation between two consecutive treatments of . Therefore, values as a function of the time show that no radiation effects are present, these values being scattered around during all the experiment. The results on irradiation at fixed shown in Table II highlight an error of , constant during the irradiation, which is reduced to for pre-treated samples thus leading to a sensor with enhanced performances.
B. High Temperature Acrylate Coated Fiber
The experiments done on the treated SMF-HTA sample are reported in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7(a) reports temperature as a function of time to compare non-irradiated and irradiated samples; the two profiles match each other. As reported in Table II the dispersion of temperature values decreases with respect to the non-treated sample from to . As above, the two thermal treatments allow us to stabilize the whole system before the experiment and also to study the evolution of that is reported in the inset of Fig. 7(a) . We observe in this case that increases in consecutive thermal treatments, its variation remaining within 5% from the mean values. Fig. 7(b) shows as a function of time and evidences no temperature difference between the two runs, at least within the experimental uncertainty.
To compare the performances of SMF-HTA in different operating temperature ranges we have repeated the experiment heating the samples up to . For this new experiment, as drawn sample was submitted, before the experiment, to the two temperature cycles from up to (as explained in Section II-A) ; the experiment varying are performed for . Green circles indicate the first run without irradiation and blue circles the second one in presence of radiation; the inset shows the evolution of during the three thermal treatments; (b) represents temperature differences between the two runs corrected with respect to the thermocouples values; the error bars are calculated by the error propagation from the dispersion in both run of OBR temperature data in each step.
this sample imposing the temperature profile from up to . The results are reported in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) . The comparison between non-irradiated and irradiated fibers shows that OBR distributed sensor remains functional in presence of both irradiation and high temperature.
The inset shows the evolution of with consecutive thermal treatments and highlights higher variation (10%) with respect to the previous experiment. From up to values are scattered around , after they decrease with time down to in the last step. A possible explanation of this break point, which occurs at the maximum operating temperature, is that the fiber is not stable and the dilatation of the . Green circles indicate the first run without irradiation and blue circles the second one in presence of radiation; the inset shows the evolution of during the three thermal treatments; (b) represents temperature differences between the two runs corrected with respect to the thermocouples values; the error bars are calculated by the error propagation from the dispersion in both run of OBR temperature data in each step.
plate and the coating introduce stress that gives an error on distributed measurement. Fig. 9 reports the characterization on SMF-PlC thermally treated up to . The comparison between non-irradiated and irradiated fibers shows that OBR distributed sensor operates in presence of both irradiation and high temperature up to . The inset displays that in this sample is stable in consecutive thermal treatments and the variations are of 2%.
C. Polyimide Coated Fiber
values in Fig. 9 (b) highlight that in the firsts steps up to there are differences between non-irradiated and irradiated fiber (maximum variation of ). At temperature higher than the values are scattered around and we do not observe any temperature variation, at least within the experimental uncertainty.
From the results reported in Fig. 9 and Table II we observe that polyimide coated fibers exhibit a more complex behavior. They are the most stable fibers in terms of evolution, but the experiments highlight that distributed measurements are affected by errors that depend on the packaging of the samples. These errors are not related to a specific temperature (as in the case of HTA sample) and may be linked to stress locally induced by the plate into the sample that alters the traces. We are confident that by working on the sensor design, these errors will be reduced below over the while range. All results show that radiation does not affect the physical phenomenon (Rayleigh scattering) at the basis of OFDR distributed temperature measurement but also make clear that a contribution of packaging on distributed measurements has to be considered. A. Faustov in [11] has shown for his distributed temperature experiments that the metallic tube used to protect the fiber during its measurements influences the results by changing the calibration curves. Our results confirm the importance of packaging and in particular we show that at the first step the coating itself affects temperature measurements.
We show indeed that performing a pre-treatment on the whole samples improves the performances of the sensor. These results agree with our recent study [12] where we demonstrate that for DAC optical fibers CTs stabilize with consecutive thermal treatments reducing error induced by calibration procedure. This behavior is due to the properties of acrylate and in particular the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficient between silica glass and the secondary coating induced internal strain into the optical fiber by a thermal shrinkage that occurs at corresponding to the transition temperature, , of the secondary coating [17] , [18] . So, the first thermal treatment induces into coating a dilatation that releases stress into the fiber changing its initial configuration. This work also suggests that for industrialization of such sensor, the role of the cable in addition to coating will have to be investigated to allow achievement of best performances.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work we have investigated in situ Rayleigh response of five single mode optical fibers in the class of radiation resistant ones. Performed experiments point out that OFDR sensors are unaffected by radiation at least up to the explored doses. Nevertheless, our results (summarized in Table II ) make clear that the installation of these devices is an awkward procedure that can introduce errors in the measurements. For this reason here we have dealt with the packaging problem to evaluate a process in the sensor built to avoid, where possible, the packaging issue. We have demonstrated that a pre-thermal treatment up to the maximum operating temperature of the coating is mandatory to stabilize the fiber before its employment in the designed environment. In fact, we are able to reduce the accuracy of the measurement down to when the temperature varies during irradiation and to eliminate inaccuracies introduced by the packaging. The behavior is different if the fiber is heated up to the maximum operating temperature of the coating, where we observe a break point around the threshold value after which sensor performances decrease. All the collected results offer a good view of ODFR-sensors area of applications and open the way to build new generation of radiation hardened sensors for nuclear facilities.
